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ABSTRACT 

These are many techniques are used in earlier research work 

many techniques are used to solved the problem of edge 

detection but all of them having disadvantages in form of 

speed, noise etc. So the hybrid technique used to producing 

better result than the other edge detection techniques like 

canny, prewit, sobel and Roberts. The hybrid approach based 

edge detection can successfully reduce the poor speed issue 

with ant colony optimization. The color based gradients has 

the ability to remove the effect of the false edges while 

preserving the potential edges. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This image segmentation can function as element of a visible 

in to components or agencies, which fit various things or 

facets of objects. Every pixel in a picture is given to a 

minimum of among a couple of these categories. An excellent 

segmentation is usually one wherever:  

• Pixels in the identical celebration have attached grayscale of 

multi-variety charges and sort a linked place,  

• Neighboring pixels that can be found in a number of 

agencies have dissimilar values. 

 

The solutions to segmentation, termed thresholding, edge-

based techniques and region-based strategies. 

1.1 Thresholding  
In thresholding, pixels with charges less than 128 have 

formerly been put in to one celebration, and the remainders 

have formerly been put in to an added different category. The 

restricts between bordering pixels in a number of agencies has 

been superimposed in brilliant on the first image. It could be 

observed that the thresholding has correctly segmented the 

photograph in to both key fiber types 

1.2 Edge based Segmentation 
In edge-based segmentation, accomplishment filtration is 

placed on the photograph; pixels are identified as place or 

non-edge regarding the filtration productivity, and pixels that 

aren't separated by excellent details are given to the identical 

category. 

1.3 Region based Segmentation 
Fundamentally, region-based segmentation calculations 

perform iteratively by quantity together pixels which are 

neighbors and have attached charges and breaking up bits of 

pixels which are dissimilar in value. 

2. EDGE DETECTION 
Edge recognition of color pictures is actually among the 

crucial tasks in digital image processing. Presently, the 

manners of color images edge detection are generally same as 

the manner of grayscale images [1]. The more and more 

special list have begun originally to examine the medial edge 

recognition of shade picture. Some specialists supplies the 

medial edge detection of color image, individuals have 

created plenty of practices [2–13], and including another three 

forms mainly. The original one is that along with image is 

transformed proper right into a grey-scale picture, then 

portion popularity is performed by the gradient individual or 

huge change operator. Then the other one is that side 

recognition of color picture is performed by the gradient 

individual or positive change individual to every way (red, 

green and blue) of shade picture respectively, the outcomes of 

every way are mixed to the stops of shade picture. 

Fundamentally, along with ends are transformed proper right 

into a grey-scale picture. And another is on the foundation of 

the quaternion and vector, like the methods about color huge 

positive change and vector dot solution, etc. [10, 11]. 

Even though the formerly mentioned three variety practices 

are certain to get the medial part of shade picture, they 

nevertheless involve some shortcomings. The original variety 

technique might eliminate unfinished portion data of color 

image when transforming along with image into grey-scale 

image. The next variety technique might include more 

synthetic criteria in the unpredictable components, because it 

might be a stage whose gray or dull gets the most convert in 

the gradient means for a particular way (i.e. portion stage of a 

particular channel) by the gradient individual or positive 

change individual; nonetheless, the reason why blended three 

purposes might probably possibly maybe not be an advantage 

stage of the entire picture. And another one is on the 

foundation of the integer-order differential operator. Usually, 

these practices frequently find prevents on the foundation of 

the non-continuity of pixel's energy positively and the 

mathematical options that come with pixels aren't regarded, 

while they emphasize on the practicality and the intensive 

usefulness [14]. 

Typically, particular demands by Canny [9] applied since the 

usefulness evaluation normal of side recognition algorithm 

that is really a great localization and decreased multiplicity. 

Canny's results are really a good normal when it's applied to 

get the reliability of edge recognition algorithm. For a specific 

side recognition individual, the 3 facets of particular demands 

are regular limitation and hard to think about, thus each edge 

recognition algorithm has their particular collection and focus. 

In this paper, we discussed a new method for color pictures 

using color gradients and mix method focused canny edge 

detector as well as ant colony optimization.  
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2.1   Various Edge Detection Approaches 
There are various edge detection methods. Some of them are 

discussed in this paper. 

2.1.1Canny Edge Detector 
Canny algorithms just one more technique for edge 

recognition, that has the benefits of excellent SNR (Signal-to-

Noise Ratio), correct position and portion reduction [3]. None 

the less, the first canny algorithm is done on gray scale 

images. The evaluation on shaded picture is essential and 

useful, therefore, this record presents an improved color 

picture results by using canny algorithm. The normal canny 

algorithm on gray scale pictures might be split directly into 

four pieces: picture smoothing, gradient computation, non-

maxima withdrawal, side willpower and connection [11]. 

2.1.2 Ant Colony Optimization 
 ACO as a swarm intelligence technique has been used to fix 

edges. This Approach (ACO) produces the perceptual 

understanding of images for eliminating edge features. ACO-

based edge recognition strategies may change the photograph 

level rates to the pheromone rates outstanding by produced 

bugs in the images. Relating with one of these put pheromone 

rates, the photograph edges may be acknowledged [14]. 

2.1.3Combination of Color Components for Edge 

Detection  

 That is done through an option of the very most correct areas 

from every shade space. First, study the actions of the 

conventional canny part alarm located with this color spaces. 

For this type of function, use of canny part alarm on each 

section then identify essentially the most correct types which 

is regarded as most readily useful persons for a potential 

mixed space. The duty is really a quantitative general study 

that utilizes newest effective mathematical methods for part 

quality assessment. Here correctly need to select essentially 

the most relevant color areas using quantitative evaluation 

patterns predicated on similarly, made picture (with simple 

line edge) and complicated real-world color photographs with 

unique identified surface. 

2.1.4 Area Optimizes FPGA 

Some researchers has target with this particular study for 

color image edge recognition applying Sobel client for movie 

detective applications (frame price 25fps to 50 fps) to be able 

to total in real-time and at the same time frame body consume 

the little area. In implementation, three pieces of Sobel client 

are projected for shaded picture edge recognition. This could 

need the FPGA methods (area) three times in comparison to 

gray-scale picture area recognition. The platform utilizes easy 

Sobel client part for examine edge for most three color 

channels. That’s attained by functioning the Sobel client part 

at the same time frame price of three times the pixel 

knowledge begin quantity and multiplexing the inputs. This 

platform is interfaced with camera application purpose and 

present operator purpose and utilized on FPGA ML 510 

(Virtex – 5 FX130T) platform. It robustly registers along with 

edge in real-time at price of 50fps [8]. 

2.1.5 Hybrid Edge Detector 

Many area alarm, function as gradient-based practices or zero-

crossing methods, needs convolving an aesthetic with a kernel 

to compute gradients or zero-crossing. On the foundation of 

the link involving the convolution, a selection is then made 

individuals to whether a pixel is an edge or not. The duty of 

this strategy mainly includes three methods: gradient 

magnitude computation, thresholding and the last one is 

second order derivative price computation. The gradient-

based practices provide very little grasp on picture sound and 

portion location. The second-order derivative strategy tends to 

exaggerate sound doubly much. Some type of sound reduction 

is involve [9]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This shows the outputs of the existing approach i.e. (ACO) as 

well as the proposed approach i.e. Hybrid (ACO & Canny) 

Approach. The following results completely shows that the 

proposed hybrid approach gives better outputs because edges 

are detected in an beneficial manner. 

(a)     Input Image 

 
(b)     ACO Approach 

 
(c) Canny Approach 
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(d) ANTC Approach 

Fig 1: Edge detection results of picture 10 

 

 
 

(a)        Input Image 

(b)     ACO  Approach 

(c) Canny Approach 

 

 
(d) ANTC Approach 

 

Fig 2: Edge detection results of image 9 

3.1 Performance Evaluation 

This section shows the results of our proposed technique 

ANTC as well as existing techniques. 

3.1.1Mean Square Error 

Mean square error is to compute an error signal by subtracting 

the test signal from the reference, and then computing the 

average energy of the error signal. Their units are shown in 

mean error per pixels. 

TABLE 1 

MEAN SQUARE ERROR 

Input 

Images 
Canny ACO 

Hybrid 

(ANTC) 

Image1 0.2389 0.1379 0.0173  

Image2 0.1501 0.2669 0.0182 
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Image3 0.2562 0.1428 0.0176 

Image4 0.2205 0.1194 0.0205 

Image5 0.2437 0.1268 0.0050 

Image6 0.0378 0.0664 0.0073 

Image7 0.2972 0.0650 0.0097 

Image8 0.2567 0.1027 0.0093 

Image9 0.1393 0.1219 0.0169 

Image10 0.1498 0.1664 0.0198 

 

Table 3: shows the line graph of the existing as well as the 

proposed approach. It shows that the values of proposed 

approach are lower than the existing approach. 

Fig 3: line graph of MSE 

3.1.2Pratt’s Figure of Merit 

The Pratt evaluate requires a "gold standard" - that offers 

perfect or ideal edges for the images. After using a standard 

edge recognition algorithm for this purpose best comparison 

results of edge detection are shown by this parameter. The 

distance between an actual and an ideal edge is just the 

distance in the picture, computed using Pythagoras' theorem 

on their coordinates. This assumption based on matching up 

corresponding edges, which may not be trivial. There is a 

single summation because the sums across edges are done, not 

across pixels. 

                                                TABLE 2 

PRATT’S FIGURE OF MERIT 

Input 

Images 
Canny ACO 

Hybrid 

(ANTC) 

Image1 0.6921 0.6470 0.8038 

Image2 0.7114 0.6795 0.8017 

Image3 0.6913 0.6950 0.8017 

Image4 0.6999 0.6868 0.7978 

Image5 0.7122 0.6312 0.8140 

Image6 0.6372 0.7925 0.8117 

Image7 0.6391 0.6948 0.7961 

Image8 0.6680 0.7223 0.8077 

Image9 0.7244 0.7106 0.8029 

Image10 0.7351 0.7384 0.8038 

 

Table 4: shows the line graph of the existing as well as the 

proposed approach. It shows that the values of proposed 

approach are higher than the existing approach. 

 

Fig 4:   line graph of Pratt’s figure of merit 

4. CONCLUSION 
The hybrid approach based edge detection can successfully 

reduce the poor speed issue with ant colony optimization. The 

color based gradients has the ability to remove the effect of 

the false edges while preserving the potential edges. In 

practice, the more the adaptive parameters are provided, the 

more conveniently the proposed method can be used. In this 

work, we employed two adaptive parameters which are mean 

square error and Pratt. The hybrid approach results are far 

much better than the existing results.  
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